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Brownmillerites A2B2O5 are oxides possessing a crystallographic structure that is parent from the
perovskite structure ABO3 with an ordered sublattice of oxygen vacancies, forming a network of 1D
chiral chains of oxygen tetrahedra carrying electric dipoles. The distribution of left-and right-handed
chains enables the formation of different, polar or non-polar crystallographic phases with close
internal energies. We have performed first-principles calculations on the non-magnetic Ca2Al2O5

oxide, chosen as a case study, in order to study the effect of an external electric field, applied in the
direction parallel to the chains, on the stability of four different crystallographic phases. We found
that reversing the direction of the electric polarization in the Ima2 phase necessitates going through
different intermediate phases. However, we also showed that, even if the application of the electric
field allows to change the relative stability of each phase, it cannot be sufficient to change one chain
handedness at low temperature, owing to the high barrier energies, of the order of ∼ 1 eV per
chain of two tetrahedra, which has to be overpassed. Switching between different phases would thus
require applying an electric field at high temperature or with the application of additional stress.
Finally, we demonstrated that polar phases, such as Ima2 or Pmc21, display negative longitudinal
piezoelectric coefficients due to the lattice response to the applied electric field.

I. INTRODUCTION9

Brownmillerite oxides of chemical formula A2B2O510

(or, equivalently, ABO2.5) possess a structure similar11

to the structure of perovskite oxides (of chemical for-12

mula ABO3) in which oxygen vacancies are ordered and13

form 1D channels, all aligned along a specific crystallo-14

graphic direction. These oxides have already shown a15

wide range of properties because of the numerous com-16

binations of A and B cations which can be used to new17

compounds [1, 2] with different lattice distortions, oxi-18

dation states and magnetic ordering, providing a large19

range of functional properties. Hence, this family of ox-20

ides could help to enrich the list of multifunctional ma-21

terials. Multiferroicity has, for example, been evidenced22

in materials such as SrFeO2.5 [3] and studied theoreti-23

cally in Ca2(Fe,Al)O5 [4]. Brownmillerites are nowadays24

increasingly studied and could be as promising as their25

perovskite parents for future applications.26

The particular tunabilities of brownmillerite properties27

is generally explained by the configurations of the chains28

of oxygen tetrahedra (T chains) formed because of the29

oxygen-vacancy channels. Similarly to the octahedra tilts30

observed in perovskite oxides, the oxygen tetrahedra can31

display tilts which make the associated chains to be chi-32

ral. Different control parameters and stimuli (chemical33

composition, temperature, strain, applied electric field)34

can be used to tune the atomic structure by changing35

the tetrahedra-tilts pattern [4, 5], the T-chain crystallo-36

graphic orientations [6–8] or the oxygen content through37
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topotactic phase transitions (ABO2.5 brownmillerites be-38

ing an intermediate structure between ABO3 perovskites39

and ABO2 structures with infinite square lattices) [7, 9–40

13], all of this resulting in modifications of electronic,41

optical and magnetic properties. Topotactic transitions42

through brownmillerite structures is in particular promis-43

ing for memristive devices and neuromorphism comput-44

ing [7, 8, 13–15], as the anisotropic mobility of oxygen45

atoms is facilitated along the oxygen-vacancy channel,46

which moreover reduces the variability of the switching47

mechanisms [15].48

If several research efforts have been dedicated to the49

study of topotactic transitions, the ordering of oxygen-50

tetrahedra tilts between different T chains remains an51

important characteristics of brownmillerites, as it is inti-52

mately linked to the possible emergence of a ferroelectric53

polarization in these oxides [3–5, 16]. Brownmillerites54

indeed display a non-conventional ferroelectricity, which55

comes from cation-oxygen displacements resulting from56

these oxygen-tetrahedra tilts. The collective tilts in each57

T chain result in left- or right-handed chiralities (noted58

”−” and ”+” in the following) and are responsible of the59

emergence of electric dipoles along the [010] direction,60

the signs of which are defined by the chiral orientation of61

the T chains. The distribution of the orientations of the62

different chains will determine the value of the macro-63

scopic electric polarization [16]. Finally, confirming the64

complexity of this system, Tian et al. [17] demonstrated65

that the ferroelectric state in the Pmc21 ground state of66

Sr2Co2O5 originates from a novel coupling between dif-67

ferent phonon modes, which differs from those character-68

istic of the proper, improper [18], hybrid improper [19–69

22] or triggered [23, 24] type of ferroelectricity.70
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The chemical composition is the first important crite-71

rion to explain the stabilization of a particular (polar or72

non-polar) crystallographic phase. From a serie of mea-73

surements on La1−xAxMnO2.5 (with A = Ba, Sr, Ca),74

Parsons et al. [16] showed that the chain handedness or-75

dering can be tuned by changing the chemical composi-76

tion of A cation via two effects. Firstly, by changing the77

interlayer distances between two (001) T atomic layers.78

Secondly, by modifying the distortions on the T chains,79

which is a result of the change of Mn oxidation degrees in80

octahedral sites. Different structures can thus be gener-81

ated as a function of the tilts patterns. The Ima2 struc-82

ture, which corresponds to the case with all T chains83

having the same handedness, can be stable when the net84

electric dipole is small. When electric dipole is too large,85

a centrosymmetric structure will form to compensate it:86

the structure will then possess an intralayer antiferroelec-87

tric ordering (Pbcm) if the separation distance between88

two adjacent T layers is large, while it will favor an in-89

terlayer antiferroelectric ordering otherwise, as such or-90

dering does not involve a strong distortion of the oxygen91

octahedra [16, 25, 26]. In this latter case a Pnma struc-92

ture will form, with all tetrahedra T chains in T and93

T’ layers having chains with opposite chiralities. More94

generally, explanations of the structural ground states95

have been given through the use of several structural de-96

scriptors characterizing the distortions in terms of chem-97

ical bond-angles and lengths changes [5, 16]. For certain98

brownmillerites, or when the temperature is increased,99

the chain orientations can be disordered, leading to an100

Imma structure and (3+1)D Imma(00γ)s00 superspace101

groups have even been often characterized to describe the102

formation of incommensurate orderings [27–29]. In addi-103

tion to the choice of chemical composition, it has been104

found that the physical control of phases in brownmil-105

lerites is strongly dependent on the strain [5].106

Applying an external electric field would be another107

way to modify the brownmillerite structure and proper-108

ties. Experimentally, it has been shown that it could help109

to modify the T-chain crystallographic orientation [7] or110

to activate the oxygen conduction [7, 8, 15]. To our111

knowledge, no study has been reported on the effect of112

an electric field on the oxygen-tetrahedra tilts and of113

the T-chain handedness pattern, despite the fact that, as114

demonstrated in the case of perovskites [30], this would115

be important to understand the modification of ferroelec-116

tric properties, in view of integrating such materials in117

electronic devices.118

In this paper, we show how the electric polarization119

can be reversed or tuned by an applied electric field in120

Ca2Al2O5. We demonstrate that the electric field mostly121

induces an additional contribution to the polarization122

by displacing cations and anions in directions paral-123

lel/antiparallel to the electric field, while the tetrahedra-124

tilt patterns remain robust. We also show that the re-125

versal of the spontaneous electric polarization is not ho-126

mogeneous and requires to overcome high energy barri-127

ers. Finally, we discuss the lattice-strain response to the128

electric field which is linked to a longitudinal negative129

piezoelectric coefficient.130

II. DETAILS ON THE CALCULATION131

METHODS AND ON THE BROWNMILLERITE132

STRUCTURE133

We performed first-principles calculations based on134

the density functional theory (DFT) [31, 32], using the135

VASP software [33, 34]. We employed the projector aug-136

mented wave method (PAW) [35] with a cutoff energy137

of 550 eV. The exchange-correlation functional was ex-138

pressed within the generalized-gradient approximation139

parametrized by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof and re-140

vised for solids (GGA-PBESol) [36]. The first Brillouin141

zone was sampled using a Monkhorst-Pack grid [37] with142

dimensions 4× 6× 2.143

The external electric field is applied using the method144

proposed in Ref. [30]. The stability of the atomic struc-145

ture is then governed by the energy F , which is, at a tem-146

perature of 0 K, equal to the Kohn-Sham internal energy147

U plus an additional electric-field (E) dependent contri-148

bution, such that F = U−P ·E. The electric polarization149

P has been calculated using the Born effective charges150

Z∗ (calculated for the centrosymmetric Imma phase and151

given in Appendix A); this method is also convenient as152

it allows to perform a projection in a given volume [illus-153

trated by the black dotted lines in Fig. 1(a)] to separate154

each T-chain contribution. For some polar bulk struc-155

tures, we also calculated the total electric polarization156

using the Berry-phase method and found a fairly good157

agreement between the results obtained with both meth-158

ods. To optimize the atomic structures, we calculated the159

total forces applied on each atom, which are now the sum160

of the standard Hellmann-Feynman forces plus a prod-161

uct between its Born effective charge Z∗ and the electric162

field E . To calculate the barrier energy to switch between163

two structural states, we used the climbing-image nudged164

elastic band method (CI-NEB) implemented within the165

VTST package [38].166

The brownmillerite structure corresponds to a per-167

ovskite structure with oxygen vacancies aligned along the168

[110]p direction (we denote by ”p” the directions and lat-169

tice parameters of a perovskite cell, while, when no pre-170

cisions are given, the lattice parameters are those of the171

brownmillerite structure), which corresponds to the [010]172

direction (denoted as the y axis in Fig. 1) in the brown-173

millerite structure [1, 16]. Along the [001] (or equiva-174

lently [001]p) direction, the structure is composed by an175

alternation of layers with B cations located either in oc-176

tahedra (O) or in tetrahedra (T) atomic sites formed by177

the sublattice of oxygen atoms and separated by atomic178

planes with A cations. The successive (001) atomic lay-179

ers thus have the chemical composition AO-BO2-AO-BO;180

if we only consider the layers containing B cations, the181

structure corresponds to the sequence OTOT’, with T182

and T’ being two atomic layers with oxygen tetrahedra183
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FIG. 1. (a) side and (b) bottom view of the brownmil-
lerite structure with a 2

√
2×
√

2× 4 supercell. The displayed
structure corresponds to the most stable Pbcm space group,
with two tetrahedra chains (in blue) having opposite chiral-
ities in each (001) T atomic layers along the c axis. For the
sake of clarity, we represented two cell periods along the y
direction in Panel (b). (c) Atomic structures of the four more
stable crystallographic structures generated from the differ-
ent chiral-state patterns (12|34). The structures correspond
to a projection onto the (001) plane and only the chains of
tetrahedra are shown. The green and purple arrows give the
orientation of the electric dipoles along the [010] direction;
plain and empty arrows correspond to dipoles located in dif-
ferent (001) atomic layers. The black lines help to visualize
the atomic displacements δy(Al) and δy(O) according to the
centrosymmetric positions. The multiplicity of each structure
is given between parentheses.

shifted one to each other along the [110]p (or [100]) di-184

rection [see Fig. 1(a)]. Because of the oxygen-vacancies185

ordering, the oxygen tetrahedra in the T and T’ layers186

form so-called zweier single chains [28] oriented along187

a 〈110〉p direction and associated with oxygen-vacancy188

channels. The studied structures are orthorhombic with189

lattice parameters a ' 2
√

2ap, b '
√

2bp and c = 4cp,190

with a, b and c being respectively along the [110]p, [110]p191

and [001]p directions. With these new basis vectors, the192

tetrahedra chains are oriented along the [010] direction,193

i.e. the y axis. The given supercell contains eight for-194

mula units (f.u.) of Ca2Al2O5 and four T chains of two195

tetrahedra.196

III. RESULTS197

A. Properties of bulk Ca2Al2O5 brownmillerite198

We chose to focus our study on the Ca2Al2O5 brown-199

millerite [29, 39, 40]. This oxide has not been exten-200

sively studied but it possesses the advantages to contain201

only one type of cation A and one type of cation B with202

both being non-magnetic. It is derived from the native203

Ca2(Fe1−xAlx)2O5 brownmillerite, which has been found204

to naturally exist and which can be grown at ambient205

pressures for compositions x ranging from x = 0 to x =206

0.7 [41, 42]. Al-rich phases of Ca2(Fe1−xAlx)2O5 gener-207

ally adopt a Ima2 (or I2mb) space group [29, 40], while208

iron-rich phases (below x = 0.235) have been reported209

with a Pnma structure [28, 43]. Both for Al-rich or Fe-210

rich phases, a transition to an incommensurate struc-211

ture, with a superspace group (3+1)D Imma(00γ)s00,212

has been evidenced at high temperature [28, 29]. The213

experimental synthesis of Ca2Al2O5 (that is for x = 1)214

requires high pressure and high temperature, and it is215

then possible to quench the material at room tempera-216

ture (see Ref. [29] and references therein) in order that217

the system stays in the brownmillerite structure.218

a. Stability of the different crystallographic phases:219

Ca2Al2O5 can exist under different crystallographic220

phases, which differ one from another by their pattern of221

chain handedness. With our considered supercells, these222

pattern of chain handedness will be noted (12|34), where223

1-4 are the chain numbers given in Fig. 1. The right- or224

left-handed enantiomorphic chains will be noted + and225

−, respectively, and 0 will correspond to an average state,226

when the tetrahedra display no rotation.227

The aristotype Imma space group (No 74) corresponds228

to the brownmillerite structure (12|34) = (00|00) with229

no tetrahedra tilts. Using the supercell described in the230

previous section, it is then possible to generate four het-231

totype structures, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Table I summa-232

rizes the main properties of each of these structures.233

The Ima2 structure (No 46) is non-centrosymmetric234

and possesses only T chains with one specific handedness235

(”−” or ”+”) defined from the tetrahedra-tilts direction.236

This structure thus displays a spontaneous electric po-237

larization that we calculated to be P 0
tot = 3.8 µC cm−2238

by using Born effective charges; a slightly lower value of239

3.6 µC cm−2 was obtained using the Berry-phase method.240

By changing the intralayer relative chain direction, it is241

possible to switch from this Ima2 structure (+ + |+ +)242

to the Pbcm non-polar structure (+ − | + −) (No 57),243

which corresponds to our calculated ground state struc-244

ture and which is more stable than the Ima2 structure245

by 0.08 meV/f.u. according to our simulations. Still246

from the Ima2 polar structure, it is also possible to247

generate the less stable centrosymmetric Pnma struc-248

ture (− − | + +) (No 62), by modifying the interlayer249

ordering. Finally, the intermediate Pmc21 structure250

(+− |+ +) (No 26), associated with an electric polariza-251

tion of 1.9 µC cm−2 (1.2 µC cm−2 with the Berry-phase252
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TABLE I. Lattice parameters (a, b, c), averaged tetrahedra tilts 〈|θT|〉, local and total electric polarizations Pα and P 0
tot, and

internal energy U per formula unit of Ca2Al2O5. The zero of energy is chosen for the ground state, Pbcm.

Space group Chiral states a b c 〈|θT|〉 〈∆yT〉 Pα P 0
tot U

(Å) (Å) (Å) (°) Å µC cm−2 µC cm−2 meV/f.u.

Number Name 1 2 3 4

74 Imma (00|00) 10.8223 5.3603 14.0670 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 468.55

57 Pbcm (+− |+−) 10.8093 5.2306 14.3532 25.73 0.00 0.86 -0.86 0.86 -0.86 0.00 0.00

62 Pnma (−− |+ +) 10.8123 5.2274 14.3593 25.63 0.00 1.02 1.02 -1.02 -1.02 0.00 2.92

26 Pmc21 (+− |+ +) 10.8115 5.2288 14.3539 25.67 0.23 0.99 0.99 0.82 -0.90 1.90 0.89

46 Ima2 (+ + |+ +) 10.8144 5.2280 14.3489 25.61 0.46 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 3.85 0.08

46 Ima2 a (+ + |+ +) 10.8008 5.2281 14.4686

74.2 Imma(00γ)s00 b 10.8392 5.2699 14.6984

a Experimental, measured at room temperature [40].
b Experimental, measured at T = 1090 K [29].

method), is obtained by changing the tilts direction in253

only one chain from the three previous structures (Ima2,254

Pnma and Pbcm). To summarize, with a brownmillerite255

supercell with four T chains, it is possible to generate256

four non-equivalent structures. It is important to note257

that different tilts patterns can correspond to the same258

structure, the four structures Ima2, Pmc21, Pbcm and259

Pnma hence having a multiplicity of 2, 8, 4 and 2, re-260

spectively.261

From Table I, we can see that the calculated lattice262

parameters are in fairly good agreement with reported263

experimental parameters, with a calculated pseudocu-264

bic lattice parameter for the Ima2 phase only 0.23%265

lower than the experimental value [40]. From our cal-266

culations, we can also see that the variation of lattice267

parameters between the different crystallographic phases268

is quite small for the four more stable phases (−0.01% in269

average between the Pbcm and Ima2 phases), while it is270

more important if we consider the Imma phase (−0.19%271

with the Pbcm phase). The larger lattice distortion sep-272

arating the Imma phase from the four other structures273

is in agreement with the calculated high internal energy.274

The in-plane distance separating two T chains only de-275

creases by 0.26 pm when changing from the Ima2 to the276

Pbcm phase, while the out-of-plane distance increases277

by 0.52 pm when switching from the Ima2 to the Pnma278

phase. For the four structures, Ima2, Pmc21, Pnma and279

Pbcm, the averaged absolute value of the tetrahedra-tilt280

angles 〈|θyT|〉 does not strongly vary and remains in the281

range of 25.61-25.73°. Depending on the handedness of282

the T chain, the Al cations and anions are all displaced283

in the same direction along the y axis. For example, in284

the case of the Ima2 structure, we found that the Al285

atoms are, in average, displaced from their centrosym-286

metric positions by δy(Al) = −18.4 pm, and the oxygen287

atoms by δy(O) = −64.5 pm, so that the cation-oxygen288

buckling is of ∆yT(Ima2) = δy(Al) − δy(O) = 46.1 pm.289

The spontaneous electric polarization is really depen-290

dent on the distortions located in the T and T’ layers;291

if we calculate a similar averaged oxygen-cation buck-292

ling in the O layer, we indeed find a much lower buck-293

ling of 〈∆yO(Ima2)〉 ' 0.7 pm. In the case of the294

Pbcm phase, we calculated larger atomic displacements295

δy(O) = ±72.2 pm and δy(Al) = ±26.0 pm (the sign de-296

pends on the considered chain and its handedness), which297

however still corresponds to a similar cation-oxygen buck-298

ling, in a given chain, of ∆yT(Pbcm) = ±46.2 pm. The299

buckling values 〈∆yT〉 averaged on the four T chains fol-300

low the same trends as the electric polarization, which is301

proportional to the number of + and − chains.302

FIG. 2. Barrier energies calculated to switch between two
Ima2 phases with electric polarization equal to −P and to
+P . Several reaction paths, involving different intermedi-
ate crystallographic phases, are shown: by switching the
chains one by one [46 → 26 → 57 → 26 → 46 (red) and
46→ 26→ 62→ 26→ 46 (green)], two by two [46→ 57→ 46
(dark blue) and 46 → 62 → 46 (purple)] and all at the same
time [46 → 46 (cyan)]. The numbers given above the curves
correspond to the space groups adopted during the reaction
path at each maximum and minimum. Because of their rel-
atively close energies, the red and green curves are almost
superimposed. The barrier energies are calculated using the
supercell presented in Fig. 1a, in which a T chain period is
formed by two AlO4 tetrahedra. The atomic structures asso-
ciated to the red curve can be seen in Fig. 8.

b. Energy barrier to switch between the different303

phases: The NEB method was used to calculate the en-304

ergy barrier ∆Eb which has to be overcome to reverse the305
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electric polarization in the case where the Ima2 phase is306

stabilized. ∆Eb(α → β) is defined as the energy dif-307

ference between the maximum of the energy calculated308

along a reaction path between two states α and β and309

the energy of the initial state α.310

A homogeneous switching, corresponding to a direct311

46 → 46 transition, would require to rotate simultane-312

ously all T chains and the maximum of the energy bar-313

rier would be reached when all tetrahedra tilts θT = 0°,314

i.e., when the structure takes the Imma space group. In315

that case, as displayed in Fig. 2, the total energy bar-316

rier for the whole heterostructure is thus expected to be317

∆Eb(46 → 46) = 3.78 eV, or 0.95 eV per chain of two318

tetrahedra. Such energy barrier is high if we compare it319

to common ferroelectric materials for which the energy320

required to switch the electric polarization is in the order321

of tens of meV [44]. On the other hand, our calculated322

value is closer to the energy barriers reported for geo-323

metric ferroelectrics [21], in which the ferroelectricity is324

driven by rotations and it is approximately three times325

higher than the value calculated for the Brownmillerite326

Sr2Fe2O5 [3]. The high energy necessary to change the327

T-chain handedness may be easily understood from ge-328

ometry considerations, taking into account that a T chain329

is formed by a succession of oxygen tetrahedra turning al-330

ternatively in clockwise and anticlockwise directions and331

changing the chain handedness would require to reverse332

simultaneously the angles of all tetrahedra. It is impor-333

tant to note that these calculated energy barriers are of334

the same order of magnitude than those calculated for335

the migration of oxygen atoms between different atomic336

sites [15, 45].337

Up-to-now, we considered that the polarization rever-338

sal was performed by homogeneously switching all chains339

at the same time. It is however reasonable to assume that340

the polarization switching would rather occur by chang-341

ing the handedness of the T-chains one after another,342

eventually through the motions of domain walls [44, 46].343

Locally, such process could allow to generate different in-344

termediate states corresponding to phases like those dis-345

cussed before. For this reason, we also calculated the346

energy barriers to transit between the different phases347

by switching only one or two chains at the same time.348

Because of the distortions induced in the structure in the349

near environment of the chain with rotating tetrahedra350

and the structural connections with other chains, rotat-351

ing separately the chains increases slightly the chain bar-352

rier energy to 1.10 eV and 1.15 eV per chain of two tetra-353

hedra, if two or one chains are rotating at the same time,354

respectively (these energies are always given according355

to the energy of the Ima2 phase). We can indeed see356

in Fig. 3(a) that rotating oxygen tetrahedra in a specific357

chain (e.g., chain 1) induces also a very small variation358

of tilt angles in the chain belonging to the same (001)359

atomic layer (i.e., chain 2). This may also explain why360

the energy barriers ∆Eb(62 → 46) is lower by 21 meV361

than the barrier ∆Eb(57 → 46). The structural cou-362

pling between the different T chains and the induced363

FIG. 3. Variations of (a) tilt angles |θT| and (b) local elec-
tric polarization Pα associated to the T chains (12|34) along
the reaction path 46 → 26 → 57 → 26 → 46 (red curve in
Fig. 2). The local electric polarization Pα are calculated by
summing the contributions of atoms located in a volume cen-
tered around a given T chains and as defined by the black
dotted lines of Fig. 1(a).

structural distortions are however relatively low and, in364

a first approximation, we can consider that each chain365

behaves almost independently: as discussed before and366

displayed in Fig. 3(b), each chain-state reversal increases367

approximately the total electric polarization by, in av-368

erage, Pα ' 0.94 µC cm−2. This result is in agreement369

with the relation P 0
tot(Ima2) = 2P 0

tot(Pmc21) linking the370

polarizations calculated for the two polar states and with371

the individual chain contributions Pα to the total polar-372

ization displayed in Tab. I, which only vary by ±8.5% in373

magnitude, depending on the states of the surrounding374

chains.375

B. Effect of an electric field parallel to the chains376

Since the spontaneous electric polarization in the377

brownmillerite structure depends on the tilt pattern, we378

tried to verify if it is possible to change the rotation379

direction of the T chains, and therefore to switch be-380

tween different crystallographic phases by applying an381

electric field. Our calculations were performed by adding382

the effect of an electric field ranging from −4 × 109 to383

4 × 109 V m−1 and oriented along the b[010] axis, i.e.,384

the direction of the electric dipoles in the four phases385

Pbcm, Pnma, Ima2 and Pmc21. Because the electric386

field is applied in the direction (anti)parallel to the elec-387

tric polarization of the polar phases, their space group388

will remain the same; on the contrary, the electric field389
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will break the inversion symmetry of non-polar phases390

and the Pnma structure will turn in a structure with the391

Pmc21 space group, while the Pbcm structure will trans-392

form into Pma2 (No 28). For the sake of simplicity, we393

will continue to call the structure using their space group394

at zero field.395
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FIG. 4. (a) Free energy F as a function of the electric
field E applied to the four studied crystallographic phases of
Ca2Al2O5. (b) Difference of free energies calculated between
the Pbcm and Pnma phases. As in Fig. 1c, the arrows in-
dicate the configuration of electric dipoles in each crystallo-
graphic phase.

a. Thermodynamic stability: In Fig. 4(a), we dis-396

play the evolution of the free energy F calculated for397

the different crystallographic phases and as a function of398

the applied electric field E . First of all, we can notice399

that the variation of F is symmetrical for the non-polar400

phases Pbcm and Pnma, while it is not the case for the401

polar phases Ima2 and Pmc21, for which the value of402

the free energy depends on the direction of the electric403

field, which can be parallel (positive values) or antipar-404

allel (negative) to the spontaneous polarization P 0
tot cal-405

culated at zero field.406

As discussed in the previous section, when no electric407
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Δ
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b
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V
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FIG. 5. Energy barriers to switch between the different indi-
cated crystallographic phases and to fully reverse the electric
polarization of the Ima2 phase, with/without an applied elec-
tric field of 108 to 5× 108 V m−1.

field is applied, the non-polar Pbcm phase corresponds408

to the ground state, but it displays only a rather small409

energy difference, of 0.08 meV/f.u., with the second most410

stable phase, which is the polar Ima2 structure. In the411

presence of a parallel external electric field with a mag-412

nitude greater than E = +4.6 × 106 V m−1, this polar413

phase becomes more stable, and the intermediate (and414

also polar) Pmc21 phase the second most stable from415

E = +7.2× 107 V m−1. On the contrary, it can be seen416

that, if the electric field is applied antiparallel, the two417

non-polar phases not only remain the more stable states,418

but their energy difference with respect to the energies419

of the polar phases increases with the magnitude of E .420

Comparing the two non-polar phases, we can see in421

Fig. 4(a) that the two curves representing the variation of422

their free energy are almost superimposed, which shows423

that their energy difference remains low – in comparison424

with the energy difference with other phases, even at high425

electric-field values. In Fig. 4(b), we can indeed see that426

the energy difference between these two non-polar phases427

is at most 5.8 meV/chain of two tetrahedra. From this428

figure, we can also see that the energy difference between429

these two phases as a function of E is not really constant430

and it appears that the Pnma structure becomes the431

most stable structure above |E| = 1.9× 109 V m−1.432

If we come back to the energy path 46(−P ) → 26 →433

57 → 26 → 46(+P ) calculated in Fig. 2 (red curve), we434

can wonder how the calculated energy barriers ∆Eb vary435

when an electric field of E = +108 V m−1 (antiparallel436

to the initial polarization −P ) is applied. As shown in437

Fig. 5, we found that these barriers will be reduced by438

at most ∼ 9 meV when switching between the 46-Ima2439

and the 26-Pmc21 phases, and by ∼ 1 meV between the440

26-Pmc21 and 57-Pbcm phases, which corresponds to a441

maximum reduction of only 0.75% if compared to the442
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energy barrier without any electric field. Because higher443

electric fields can be experimentally applied in thin films,444

we calculated the barrier energies for higher magnitudes445

of E : The energy barriers to switch the electric dipoles on446

one T chain become more homogeneous as we increase E ,447

but they remain very high, of around 1.092 eV when the448

electric field is of +5×108 V m−1 and that the global elec-449

tric polarization is still antiparallel to it, and 1.114 eV,450

when the electric field and the electric polarization are451

parallel.452

According to our calculations, it appears that, even453

by applying a large electric field, it should be difficult454

to switch between different crystallographic phases, at455

least at a temperature of 0 K. It is indeed interesting456

that Kang, et al. [3], demonstrated the possibility to re-457

verse the electric polarization at room temperature in458

a thin film of Sr2Fe2O5 in its Ima2 ferroelectric phase;459

they estimated that the electric coercive field was about460

1.5×108 V m−1. The ability to reverse the electric po-461

larization with such an electric field might highlight the462

importance of domain-wall motion in the polarization-463

switching mechanism of brownmillerites.464

Finally, we can also address the idea that, if the sys-465

tem is initially in a non-polar state, it could be possible466

to stabilize the polar phase Ima2 by heating the sample467

and by applying the electric field at a sufficiently high468

temperature; if we then slowly cool down the system in469

order to keep it in equilibrium in the polar Ima2 phase,470

we can expect to preserve this state down to room tem-471

perature. This state should then be locked, even after472

removing the electric field.473

b. Evolution of the electric polarization: From the474

NEB calculations described previously, we saw that the475

energy cost to reverse the T-chain handednesses, which476

are linked to the spontaneous electric polarization P 0
tot at477

zero electric field, is very high. The electric field applied478

in our calculations will nonetheless modify the atomic479

structure and induce an additional contribution to the480

electric polarization. As displayed in Figs. 6(a,b), the481

total electric polarization is increasing quasi-linearly, as482

a function of the electric field, between E = −109 and483

+109 V m−1, with a slope of 11.24 × 10−11 F m−1 and484

11.04× 10−11 F m−1, for the polar Ima2 and non-polar485

Pbcm phase, respectively. We calculated similar dielec-486

tric response (not shown) for the two other phases, with487

dPtot

dE = 11.39 × 10−11 F m−1 for the Pnma phase and488

11.20 × 10−11 F m−1 for the Pmc21 one. An additional489

cubic contribution ranging from −0.065×10−10 F m V−2490

(Ima2) to −0.090× 10−10 F m V−2 (Pnma) starts also491

to be visible for the highest values of electric field, that492

is above 109 V m−1. The dielectric response is thus not493

expected to vary significantly depending on the stabi-494

lized crystallographic phase, even if we calculated slightly495

larger coefficients for the polar phases. On the contrary496

to the polar phases, such as the Pbcm structure, for po-497

lar phases like Ima2, we can note a small asymmetry498

of the curve, which is due to the non-null initial po-499

larization P 0
tot, which is never reversed (each T chain500

FIG. 6. Total and local electric polarization, Ptot and Pα re-
spectively, as a function of the applied electric field E and cal-
culated for the (a) Pbcm and (b) Ima2 phases. (c,d) Atomic
displacements and (e,f) Tetrahedra tilt angles |θT| also calcu-
lated as a function of E .

preserves its initial handedness) due to the large energy501

barriers, as explained in the previous sections. The to-502

tal electric polarization under the application of an elec-503

tric field could indeed be expressed as a sum of the ini-504

tial polarization P 0
tot and an induced polarization P ind

tot :505

Ptot(E) = P 0
tot + P ind

tot (E). The initial and spontaneous506

polarization P 0
tot, which is associated to the tetrahedra507

tilts, should stay quasi-constant. The induced polariza-508

tion is associated to the linear ionic response to the elec-509

tric field P ind
tot (E) = χiε0E , with χi the ionic contribution510

to the electric susceptibility and ε0 the vacuum permit-511

tivity. The free energy can then be re-written as:512

F (E) = F 0 − P 0
totE − χiε0E2 (1)

For the Ima2 structure, we also performed a calcula-513

tion using the density perturbation functional theory514

(DFPT) [47, 48] to calculate the susceptibility and we515

found that χε0 = 12.8 × 10−11 F m−1 (χ being the to-516

tal susceptibility), which is in good agreement with our517

previous estimation.518

While P 0
tot can be parallel or antiparallel to the ap-519

plied electric field, P ind
tot (E) will always be parallel to it.520

In consequence, if P 0
tot is parallel to the electric field, we521

expect that F will decrease as E increases, and the free522

energy of the polar phases will always be lower than the523

free energy of the non-polar phases, the energy difference524
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between the different phases being equal to the differ-525

ence between their spontaneous polarization, multiplied526

by the magnitude of the electric field. If the sponta-527

neous polarization is antiparallel to the electric field, the528

free energy will first increase until it reaches a maximum529

at E = − P 0
tot

χiε0
, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4a; at high530

electric-field values, the non-polar phases will be the most531

stable.532

According to the discussion above, we succeeded to533

understand why the polar or non-polar phases could be534

more stable according to the direction of the applied elec-535

tric field. From the Eq. 1, if we consider that χi does not536

strongly vary for the different crystallographic phases,537

we should conclude that the difference of free energy be-538

tween the different phases should vary linearly or remain539

constant if the two phases have initially the same electric540

polarization, which is not the case according to Fig. 4.541

Of course, we already saw that, at high electric field, the542

variation of the total electric polarization is not fully lin-543

ear anymore. In order to have a better insight in the544

mechanisms that govern the change of electric polariza-545

tion, we can decompose the total electric polarization in546

chain contributions Pα, as already done in Fig. 3(b). It547

is then possible to see in Figs. 6(a,b) that each Pα fol-548

lows the same trend than Ptot. To improve the analy-549

sis, we also chose to show in Figs. 6(c,d) the atomic dis-550

placements and the corresponding cation-anion bucklings551

∆yT, and in Figs. 6(e,f) the variation of the tetrahedra-552

tilt angles |θT| as a function of E .553

Let us first consider the Ima2 structure for simplic-554

ity. We can see that the cation-anion buckling along the555

[001] direction, 〈∆yT〉, decreases by approximately 12 pm556

for each chain, when the electric field is antiparallel to557

the initial electric polarization and decreases from 0 to558

−4 × 109 V m−1. We observe on the contrary a smaller559

increase by 7 pm, when the electric field is increased to560

+4 × 109 V m−1. This variation of buckling is mostly561

governed by the displacement of oxygen atoms. Con-562

cerning the tetrahedra-tilt angles, again we can observe563

a stronger variation when the electric field is applied an-564

tiparallel to the initial electric polarization than when it565

is parallel, with a maximum decrease/increase of 5°/0.6 °566

in the considered electric-field range. The quasi-linear567

variation of the local and total polarizations Pα and Ptot568

as a function of the electric field can thus be mostly as-569

cribed to the linear response to the electric field, which570

results in a translation of cations and anions. The non-571

linear component can partly be attributed to the small572

variations of tilt angles θT, which appears to be mostly573

quadratic. These variations of tilt angles as a function574

of E show that the spontaneous polarization arising from575

the tetrahedra tilts and that we first considered as con-576

stant, will display short variations, which may partly ex-577

plain the non-linear variation of Ptot at high electric field578

and why the difference of free energy between the differ-579

ent phases is also not linear. It is also important to keep580

in mind that 〈∆yT〉 and 〈|θT|〉 are quantities which are581

calculated from the Al-O atoms present in the T layers582

only, while the local electric polarization Pα are calcu-583

lated in a volume including also surrounding atoms in584

consideration. These other sublattices will also undergo585

some distortions as it is already known to happen in per-586

ovskites.587

Contrary to the Ima2 phase, for which all the T chains588

are equivalent, the Pbcm phase displays two sets of chains589

[Fig. 6(a)], one with the local spontaneous polarization590

P 0
α parallel and the other one antiparallel to the electric591

field, whatever its direction is. As it was noticed before,592

the behavior of each chain can be considered, at first,593

as independent. Their local polarizations present simi-594

lar slopes than the chains in the Ima2 phase. We also595

observe the same trends for cation-anion bucklings and596

tetrahedra tilts, with mirror variations for the two sets597

of chains, due to the direction of their chain spontaneous598

polarization with respect to the electric field. If we an-599

alyze in more details the variations of Pα in the Pbcm600

phase, we can see that the slopes displayed by the two601

sets of chain is not exactly equal. We calculated that602

the polarization difference between two chains with op-603

posite handedness, P1 − P2 for example, increases from604

1.7 µC cm−2 to 3.4 µC cm−2, when the electric field is605

increased between 0 and 4 × 109 V m−1, It is certainly606

partly due to the asymmetric variation of the tilt angles607

〈|θT|〉.608

FIG. 7. Lattice strain ηi as a function of the applied electric
field E .

c. Lattice strain: Let us finally investigate the effect609

of applying an electric field on the lattice parameters, as610

shown in Fig. 7. We will characterize the variations of611

lattice parameters thanks to first-order and second-order612

coefficients, di and Mi respectively, obtained by fitting613

the lattice strain η as a function of E in a range between614

−109 and +109 V m−1. These coefficients are reported in615

Table II. They may roughly correspond to converse piezo-616

electric and electrostrictive coefficients, but are mostly617

indicative as a precise calculation would require to use618

more accurate methods [49], which is beyond the scope619

of this paper. We define the lattice strain coefficients620

ηi = (j − j0)/j0, with i = x, y, z, j = a, b, c and j0 being621

the lattice parameter at zero electric field.622

For the non-polar phases, such as the Pbcm structure623

[Fig. 7a], we fitted ηi(E) = MiE2 and we calculated a624

quasi-quadratic elongation of the in-plane lattice param-625

eters, which is approximately four times bigger for the b626

lattice parameter than for a – recalling that the y-axis627
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TABLE II. Piezoelectric and electrostrictive coefficients di
and Mi calculated by fitting the variation of strain ηi as
a function of an electric field E applied along the [010] di-
rection and with a magnitude varying between −109 and
+109 V m−1. Because the electric polarization and applied
electric fields are along y, dx = d21, dy = d22 and dz = d23,
in Voigt notations [50].

Space group Mx My Mz dx dy dz

(×10−2 Å2 V−2) (pm V−1)

Pbcm 5.00 20.28 −2.17 - - -

Pnma 5.84 22.72 −4.82 - - -

Pmc21 4.45 20.76 −3.10 −0.29 −1.68 2.41

Ima2 4.04 18.26 −1.47 −0.43 −3.30 4.71

is the direction of the electric field. The calculated large628

increase of the b lattice parameter is consistent with the629

increase of the electric polarization Ptot induced by the630

applied electric field. The elongation of in-plane lattice631

parameters is accompanied by a contraction of the out-632

of-plane lattice parameter c. The calculated coefficients633

thus reflect the anisotropic electrostrictive behavior (see634

Table II). In the previous subsection, we saw that the in-635

duced change of electric polarization could help to under-636

stand the (de)stabilization of polar phases over non-polar637

phases. Concerning the relative stability of the two non-638

polar phases Pbcm and Pnma, we also saw that their free639

energies remain very close, but that, from an electric field640

value of E = ±1.9×109 V m−1, the Pnma phase becomes641

more stable than the Pbcm one. The calculated changes642

of lattice parameters could also explain this change of643

relative stability. Indeed, the Pnma phase could become644

more stable than the Pbcm structure because, when |E|645

increases, the decrease of c induces a consecutive increase646

of the interlayer chain interaction (which imposes an an-647

tiferroelectric ordering [16, 25, 26]), while the increase648

of the in-plane lattice parameter a, on the contrary, de-649

creases the intralayer chain interaction.650

When polar phases are stabilized [see Fig. 7b for the651

Ima2 structure], on the contrary to the Pbcm structure,652

the electric field will have a different effect depending653

if it is applied parallel (positive values) or antiparallel654

(negative) to the electric polarization at zero field P 0
tot.655

When the direction is antiparallel, the variation of lat-656

tice parameters follows the same trend than for the Pbcm657

phase, while, when it is parallel, we observe an increase658

of the out-of-plane lattice parameter c and a decrease of659

b, as the magnitude of E increases up to 1-2×109 V m−1.660

From Fig. 7b, it is also possible to see that the variation661

of the c parameter as a function of E , when E is low,662

is more linear than for the Pbcm phase. Because Ima2663

is non-centrosymmetric, the piezoelectric coefficients are664

expected to be non-zero. For this phase, we thus fit-665

ted the lattice-parameter curves by ηi(E) = diE +MiE2.666

We found that along y and z, the piezoelectric and elec-667

trostrictive coefficients display opposite signs and rela-668

tively large values, which suggests that they govern the669

strain variation at low electric fields.670

Piezoelectric materials with negative longitudinal co-671

efficients are relatively rare but have been reported in672

wurtzite BN [51], orthorhombic hafnia HfO2 [52], ABC673

hexagonal ferroelectrics [53] or also in layered ferro-674

electrics like CuInP2S6 [54]. The piezoelectric coeffi-675

cient can be decomposed into the sum of two terms, the676

clamped-ion term, which is the component calculated for677

the equilibrium structure, i.e. at zero strain, and the678

internal-strain term [53, 55]. Negative piezoelectric co-679

efficients have been found when the clamped-ion term680

is negative and dominate over the second term [53, 54],681

generally because this last one is small due to low682

Born effective charges or to small responses associated683

to the atomic positions, which can be the case in low-684

dimensional crystals [54]. On the contrary, in HfO2, the685

lattice-mediated response has been found to dominate686

and to be at the origin of the negative coefficient. For687

Ca2Al2O5, we calculated that the longitudinal coefficient688

coming from the ionic response dy is negative. This ionic689

term depends on the calculated Born effective charges,690

given in Appendix A, which are not particularly small,691

with diagonal terms close to ∼ ±2e, and on the varia-692

tion of structural distorsions, which on the contrary, can693

be small if the electric field is parallel to the sponta-694

neous polarization (Fig. 6d,f). We then decided to per-695

form a direct calculation of the piezoelectric stress coef-696

ficient, firstly in order to confirm this coefficient, which697

has been calculated by fitting the variation of strain over698

a wide range of electric field E , and secondly to verify699

if the total piezoelectric coefficient, including the purely700

electronic contribution, is also negative or not. To do701

so, we applied the DFPT to the Ima2 structure calcu-702

lated at E = 0 V m−1 and we calculated the piezoelectric703

stress coefficients eij = δPi

δηi
. We found ion-clamped terms704

equal to e22 = +15.3 µC cm−2 (in Voigt notations) and705

e23 = −8.7 µC cm−2, which are much smaller than the706

ionic terms, calculated using finite-difference approach,707

e′22 = −53.3 µC m−2 and e′23 = 73.2 µC cm−2. This708

calculation thus confirms that the lattice-mediated con-709

tribution to the piezoelectric coefficients dominates and710

is responsible for a negative total piezoelectric coefficient.711

From the full set of coefficients eij , it is possible to cal-712

culate the total converse piezoelectric charge coefficients713

(see Table III in Appendix C) d22 = −2.88 pm V−1 and714

d23 = 4.58 pm V−1, which are close from the ionic terms715

dy and dz reported in Table II.716

IV. CONCLUSION717

With our first-principles calculations, we found that718

the ground state of the brownmillerite oxide Ca2Al2O5719

corresponds to the non-polar phase of space group Pbcm,720

associated with an antiferroelectric ordering and chains721

of oxygen tetrahedra having alternatively opposite hand-722

ednesses along the [100] direction. In addition to this723

ground state, several other phases with close internal en-724
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ergies can be formed by changing the distribution of chain725

handednesses. This richness of phase diagrams mostly726

comes from the relatively low structural coupling between727

the different chains. The second most stable phase is728

calculated to be the ferroelectric Ima2 phase; this phase729

was experimentally observed at room temperature, which730

might be the consequence of the needed high tempera-731

ture and pressures to grow Ca2Al2O5. The calculated732

electric polarization in Ca2Al2O5 is close from the one733

measured in Sr2Fe2O5 [3] and strategies would thus have734

to be developed in order to make such ferroelectric ma-735

terials interesting for potential applications. Applying736

a strain is for example often envisioned to increase the737

electric polarization, but, as already shown by Young and738

Rondinelli [5] and by our calculations, the strain response739

in brownmillerite may be difficult to predict without a740

thorough study, because of the strong coupling with the741

tetrahedra tilts.742

At low temperature and without any external electric743

field, it appears that once one of the four considered744

phases is stabilized, it should remain robust owing to745

the high energy barrier (in the order of ∼ 1 eV per chain746

of two tetrahedras), which have to be overpassed in or-747

der to switch between different phases, by changing one748

chain handedness. From the calculated barriers, we can749

conclude that the switching between different phases will750

generally require to go through intermediate states and to751

reverse the chain polarization one by one. At this stage,752

it is not possible to know if these reversals will be random753

or associated to the displacements of domain boundaries.754

We however found that the reversal of consecutive chains755

is slightly easier when the chains are lying in the same756

(001) atomic layer. In any case, because of the calculated757

high energy barrier to overpass, we proposed that Ima2758

polar phases could be more easily stabilized by apply-759

ing an electric field at high temperature and then slowly760

cooling down the crystal to preserve the phase at room761

temperature. Such method could provide an additional762

way to ensure the stabilization of polar phases in brown-763

millerite structures, in addition to the control of other764

parameters such as epitaxial strain.765

We finally discussed the variation of strain as a func-766

tion of the external electric field applied along the T chain767

directions. We found that, due to the electrostrictive768

behavior, which will change the interlayer distances, or769

in other words the lattice coupling between the differ-770

ent chains, the electric field could help to stabilize dif-771

ferent non-polar phases. When a polar phase is stabi-772

lized, we predict that, because of its low lattice response,773

Ca2Al2O5 possesses a negative longitudinal piezoelectric774

coefficient in the direction parallel to the field.775

We chose to focus our study on the non-magnetic776

Ca2Al2O5 brownmillerite. We can expect that the results777

and mechanisms described in this paper would remain778

qualitatively valid for other compounds, more suitable779

for applicative purposes, such as Sr2Fe2O5 or Sr2Co2O5.780

Because we found that the energy barrier to transit be-781

tween different crystallographic phases is of the same or-782

der of magnitude than the energy barrier for one oxygen783

atom to move between two atomic sites [15, 45], it would784

be interesting to extend the current study in order to785

try to understand if a coupling can exist between these786

two processes, to verify if the oxygen conductivity can787

be facilitated by the stabilization of a particular crystal-788

lographic phase or if the mobility of atoms can be con-789

commitent with the switching between different phases.790

Finally, another continuation to this work would be to791

investigate the effect of an electric field applied in direc-792

tions perpendicular to the chains of oxygen tetrahedra,793

in order to see if it can allow to stabilize new phases794

or to understand how it could help to rotate the chains795

direction [7].796
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Appendix A: Born effective charges804

The Born effective charges Z∗ (in e) calculated for ev-805

ery atoms using the centrosymmetric structure Imma806

are:807

Z∗(Ca) =

 2.65495 0 0.01310

0 2.50003 0

−0.00592 0 2.18606



Z∗(AlT) =

2.24139 0 0

0 2.33007 0

0 0 2.76508



Z∗(AlO) =

3.04751 0 0.07125

0 2.92637 0

0.06968 0 2.97150



Z∗(OCa) =

−1.97569 0 ±0.19361

0 −1.70541 0

±0.17645 0 −2.38144



Z∗(OAlT) =

−1.88292 ±0.42739 0

±0.48843 −2.19961 0

0 0 −1.82320
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Z∗(OAlO) =

−2.37623 ±0.10791 ±0

±0.14031 −2.31655 0

±0 0 −1.75623



Appendix B: Born effective charges808

In Fig. 8, we displayed the atomic structures corre-809

sponding to the minima and maxima calculated along810

the 46(−P ) → 26 → 57 → 26 → 46(+P ) reaction path.811

As it can be seen in this figure, the T chain are rotated812

one by one and the barrier energy maxima correspond813

to tetrahedra tilts angles θT = 0°. Looking more closely814

at the atomic structure, we can see that the rotation of815

the tetrahedra induces a small variation of the Al posi-816

tion along the [010] δy(Al), while the stronger variation817

of δy(O) is mostly governed by the displacement of the818

O2 atoms, which are linking the different tetrahedra of a819

given chain (see Fig. 8). When θT = 0°, the oxygen atoms820

O2 are located in between the two Al atoms, which cor-821

responds to the maximum of hinder, thus resulting in an822

increase of the b lattice parameter by 0.04 Å and a local823

maximum of the energy U along the NEB reaction path.824

Appendix C: Piezoelectric coefficients and elastic825

constants826

We performed calculations of the converse piezoelec-827

tric coefficients dij = δηi
δEj and the stress piezoelectric co-828

efficients eij = δPi

δηj
, which are labeled following Voigt829

notations [50]. The ion-clamped, eij , and internal-strain830

terms e′ij , are calculated from the DFPT [47, 48] and fi-831

nite differences. The dij coefficients are related to eik832

through the elastic compliances Skj [47, 52]:833

dij =
δPi
δηj

= eik
(
C−1

)
kj

= eikSkj (C1)

with Ckj being the elastic constants.834

The coefficients calculated for the Ima2 structure are835

summarized in Table III.836
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FIG. 8. Atomic structures [projected on a (001) plane] calculated with the NEB method for the 46(−P )→ 26→ 57→ 26→
46(+P ) reaction path given in Fig. 2. Only half of the reaction path is shown as it is symmetrical when no electric field is
applied.
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